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CENTRAL  MEASURES  ON SEMISIMPLE  LIE  GROUPS

HAVE ESSENTIALLY COMPACT SUPPORT

DAVID  L.   RAGOZIN1  AND  LINDA PREISS ROTHSCHILD

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that for a connected semi-

simple Lie group with no nontrivial compact quotient any finite

central measure is a discrete measure concentrated on the center

of the group. More generally, the largest possible support set for a

central measure on any semisimple Lie group is determined. From

these results it follows that the center of the algebra L^H) is trivial

for any locally compact group H which has a noncompact connected

simple Lie group as a homomorphic image.

Let p be a finite complex measure on a locally compact group G. The

measure p is called central if p(xSx~1)=p(S) for all Borel sets 5 and all

xeG. Central measures are precisely the measures in the center of the

measure algebra M(G) (see [2, p. 269]). We shall show that for a connected

semisimple Lie group with no nontrivial compact quotient any central

measure is a discrete measure supported on the center of the group.

To state our main result in complete generality we need the concept

of the maximal connected compact normal subgroup, C, of a connected

semisimple Lie group G. C is determined as follows. Let g be the Lie

algebra of G and suppose g = 9i + - • '+5„ where each g¿ is a simple ideal.

(We refer to [1] for this (p. 122) and in general for all Lie theory facts we

use.) We may assume that for i<k, g¿ is a compact Lie algebra while for

it£k, g¿ is not compact. Then C is the connected normal subgroup of G

whose Lie algebra is q1+- ■ '+Qk_v

Our main result is

Theorem 1. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with Z=

Center(G). Let C be the maximal connected compact normal subgroup ofG.

Then the support of any finite central measure on G is contained in ZC.

In particular if G has no nontrivial compact quotient (which is equivalent

to C={e}), then any finite central measure on G is a discrete measure

supported on Z.
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Proof. Our approach uses some geometric consequences of semi-

simplicity. We shall define certain subgroups Gp such that f) GV^ZC.

These subgroups have the property that the complement, G—Gv, can be

written as a union of finitely many open sets, IP], such that any compact

set Fç up has countably many disjoint conjugates, gnFgñ1.

Suppose we have a collection of subgroups and open sets with these

properties. Then it is easy to prove that any finite central measure pi is

supported on ZC. First note that if a compact set F has countably many

disjoint conjugates then piF)=0. Fhis follows from piignFg~1)=piF)

and ^\pignFg~x)\^\p\iG)<ao. Thus any compact Fç Uv has /í(F)=0,

so by regularity \p\ (£/?)=0. But

U U U', = U (G - G') = G - D Gv 2 G - ZC.

Thus the support of p is contained in ZC. If C—{e}, then pi is discrete

since Z is countable.

We proceed to construct the groups Gp and open sets UP. Let Ad:G->-

End(g) be the adjoint representation of G. Let P={peG: Adip) is diagonal-

izable (over R) with positive eigenvalues} and for peP set

Gp = {geG:Adigp) = Adipg)}.

First we analyse the complement of a single Gp. Fix peP and fix a basis

for g which diagonalizes the matrix for Ad(/>). For any geG let Ad(g),.,

be the i, j coordinate in the matrix for Ad(g) with respect to this fixed

basis. Then since Adip) is diagonal we have

Adigp)i} = Ad(g)i;. Ad(/>)„,       Adipg)^ = Ad(/0« Ad(g)i5..

Hence geGp if and only if Ad(g)¿j=0 for all (/',;') such that Adip)^^

Aàip)jS. So if we set Jv = {ii,j):Ad(p)ii5¿Adip)¡j}, we can write

G - G* = U {C/?, : (i, J) e J,}    where t/¿ = {g e G : Ad(g)„ * 0}.

Note that Ufj is open since gi—>Ad(g)¿í is a continuous function.

Now suppose Fç c/t?. is compact and let m, M be such that

0 < m = min |Ad(g)„| < max |Ad(g)„| = M.
F F

For ii,j)ejv, 0<a=Adip)ii Adip)-] 9^1. Also

Ad(/>!g/H)u = Ad^M,: Adí/07,1 Ad(g)¿3- = a1 Ad(g)i3,

So if we choose /eZsuch that |a|' m>M, then the sequence of conjugates

of F given by F„=pnlFp~nl is disjoint since

min |Ad(g)„| = \a\in+1)lm > \a\nlM = max |Ad(g)4J|.
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All that remains is to show that ZC^ f) p Gp. As a preliminary we

show that the group D = f]PGp is normal in G. To see this note that

gPg~1=P since Ad(gpg~1)=Ad(g)Ad(p)Ad(g)~1 is diagonalizable if and

only if Ad(p) is diagonalizable and each has the same eigenvalues. Also

GaM~1=g~1Gpg because Ad(gogpg-1)=Ad(gpg~1g0) if and only if

^(g-1g0gp)=Ad(pg-1g0g). Thus

gDg-1 = H gCg-1 = H G^p" = f]Gp=D

and so D is normal.

To complete the proof we first consider the case when G is simple and

noncompact. Then either D = G or D=Z, since clearly £>2Z and D is

closed and normal. But the noncompactness of G implies there exists

peG—Z with Ad(p) diagonalizable with positive eigenvalues (take

/?=expx for Xt*Q in the p-part of some Cartan decomposition of g

[1, p. 215]). If D = G then Ad(p) would commute with Ad(G) which is

impossible since the center of Ad(G) is trivial. Thus in this case D—Z

as desired.

Now pass to the case of the general semisimple G and let Gt be the

connected normal subgroup with Lie algebra q¡, where g = gi+" • ' + Qn

is the decomposition into simple ideals. Then C7=G,.Gn since the

product on the right is a connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra g.

Also C=Gx.G*_i- Moreover, since Ad(g)g¿cg¿ and Ad(g¿)["g}=7

for gteGi,j^i, it follows that if p=ax • • • an with ateGt, then/?e£ if and

only if a¡eP. From this it is easy to derive that if d=bx • • • b„ with ¿¿eG,

then deD if and only if b^D. Hence D=DX.Dn where D^DnGi.

Now for i^k, G¿ is simple and noncompact, so as in the previous case

£i=Center(Gi)=Z!, Thus Dç:G1.Gk_xZk.Zn=CZ and we

are done.

We remark that ZC cannot be replaced by any smaller group since we

can write ZC=\JzeZ zC and each of the sets zC is the support set of a

central measure. Specifically if mc is the (left) Haar measure for C, then

mc is invariant under the automorphisms of C given by conjugation by

elements of G, so considered as a measure on G, mc is a finite central

measure which is supported on C. The measure sz*mc, where e2 is the

point mass at zeZ, is a central measure whose support is zC.

Now we prove a result on the triviality of the center of £,(77). Although

this result can be proved using representation theory and direct integral

decompositions we believe our proof is more direct. (An alternative proof

of the following theorem may also be derived from the results in [4].)

Theorem 2. Let H be a locally compact group which has a quotient

group G=H/H0 which is a connected noncompact simple Lie group. Then

the center of La\H) is trivial.
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Proof. In outline the proof proceeds as follows. Let/be in the center

of L^H) and let m0 be left Haar measure on //„. It will be shown that :

(1) The function |/"|'(z//0)=JJîo \ f\izy) dm0iy) is in the center of L^G);

(2) the injection of L^G) into Af(G) takes central functions to continuous

central measures; (3) if |/f=0 then/=0. Since G is a noncompact simple

Lie group the previous theorem shows that 0 is the only continuous

central measure. Hence (1) and (2) imply | /|'=0. So by (3) it follows that

/=0 as desired. We now verify (1), (2), and (3).

First we prove (2): if mG is left Haar measure on G then the injection of

Li(G) into A/(G) given by/i—>fmG takes central functions to continuous

central measures. The fact that fmG is a continuous measure is clear.

Now let {ix} be a two-sided approximate identity for i-i(G). Then, identi-

fying L^G) with its image in MiG) and using the fact that L^G) is an

ideal in MiG), we have, for any pieMiG) and/in the center of LxiG),

j*p = [lim/* U *p = lim if * iix * pi))

= Umiiix *p)*f) = lim ix *ipi*f)=p*f.
a a

Hence fmG is in the center of MiG).

We shall need a functional equation which characterizes central func-

tions in LxiH). Since pi in M(//) is central if and only if ex*pi=pi*ex for all

xeH, the previous paragraph, applied to H instead of G, shows that

feL^H) is central if and only if sx*f=f*sx for all xeH. The use of the

formula for the convolution of a measure and an Lj-function [2, p. 290],

shows this last equality is equivalent to the equation

(*) J=AHix)fx,   for each x eH

where AH(x) is the modular function for H and xfandfx are the left and

right translates of/ by x.

Now we verify (3) and (1). Since we want to relate central functions

on H and G=H/H0, we compare their modular functions. It is known

[3, p. 91] that for/eLx(//) the formula/'izH0) = $Hofizy) dm0irf defines

/' as a function in L^G) and that the left Haar measures can be appropri-

ately normalized so that §HfdmH = $Gf dmG. From this it is clear that

if |/|'=0 then/=0, so (3) holds. Now let ô:H^-R+ be the homomorphism

such that

cpixyx"1) dm0iy) = ¿(x)      yiy) dm0iy),       q> e L^Hq).

(Such ô must exist since the left side is a left invariant integral on H0.)
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Then for feL^H)

J  L(x)dmH(x) = I II   fjzy) dm0(y)\ dmG(zH0)

^SgÔ(w1){\h f(ZWy) dm°iy)) dm°{zHo)

= A^w-^w-1) f f(x) dmH(x).
Jh

So AH=A0<5. (Although AG=1 we shall not need this fact.)

Finally, to show that (1) holds, assume/is a central function in L^H).

Then | f\ is also a central function since it satisfies the functional equation

(*). Now using (*), the definition of ó, and the formula for AH we see that

Bffo|/|' (z770) = f   x\f\ (zy) dm0(y) = f   AH(x) \f\x (zy) dm0(y)

= AA(x)ó(x-1) f   l/l (zxy) dm0(y) = AG(x) \f\'xH(zH0).
Jit0

Thus l/l' is a central function in LX(G), since it satisfies (*) applied to the

group G. This completes the proof.
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